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I wear many hats, work in many roles and have many professional, academic and personal titles. Advocate- believe all students can learn and that access to an equitable education is not a provledge but a right.Lived experience with an invisible disability. LD, ADHD, Anxiety. And have become an expert at utilizing strategies to experience success in academia and professional rolesThese sessions will utilize my experience/knowledge gained from each of these parts of myself



Session Overview
• Session #1: Self-Management

• Session #2: Time Management and Organization

• Session #3: Note taking strategies

• Session #4: Test Preparation and Performance

• Session #5: Reading Strategies

• Session #6: Writing Strategies
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Self-regulation means being interested, engaged, well organized, having good time management skills and the ability to persist in a self-paced course. Locus of control- based on social learning theory that posits that individuals who feel they can control their own environment are likely to adapt more easily to new situations than those who feel they are controlled by forces outside of their control.  This means that students who feel much in control of what happens to them are said to have a high internal locus of control. Students who feel what happens to them is controlled by outside forces are said to have a high external locus of control. (Learning to Learn Online:Using locus of control to help students become successful online learners. Journal of Online Learning Research (2015)., 1(1), 17-48)
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Session #6: Writing Strategies

Simplified Writing Process

1. Understand assignment instructions
2. Create an Outline while breaking down the assignment
3. Plan out the approach to complete the assignment
4. Develop ideas
5. Write assignment
6. Revise assignment
7. Repeat and Reflect
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Taking the process step by step helps to control and focus the writing experience. The more you practice, the more skilled you will become at the writing process. The writing process starts with the first four planning steps: understanding assignment instructions, planning and pre-writing, developing and clarifying ideas, and outlining. Think of these as building the roadmap for your paper. Here you figure out what the assignment is asking of you, then you do the research, find your sources, figure out the topic, and then put it all together into an outline that includes your thesis statement and what topics you'll discuss in the body paragraphs. This can be point form.



Understand Assignment Instructions

Familiarize yourself with the Course 

• Learning Objectives
• Types of Assessments 
• Grading Distribution
• Resources
• Contract Date

Familiarize yourself with the Assignment

• Assignment overview/instructions
• Understanding of Topic, Structure and 

Requirements
• Assignment Form and Worth
• Grading Criteria
• Tasks Required to Complete Assignment
• Resources Needed
• Due Date
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Now, looking at an assignment, take note of:Due dateDocumentation styleTopicResearch expectations—how many sources?Assignment form—is it a report, an essay, a reflection? How much is it worth?  What’s the word count and does it include title page and references? What’s the rubric for this assignment? Rubrics are the marking criteriaTexts? How many? Is the assignment connected to other assignments?Ask your tutor if any of the information is unclear. 



Create an Outline

• Create an outline while clarifying assignment instructions

• Gather all the information required (understand assignment 
instructions) in one document

• Create sections (and naturally chunk assignment into 
manageable parts)

• Sort the information gathered (quotes, ideas, notes, key 
phrases, concepts, examples etc)

• Evolves and changes as you complete the assignment

Suggested Scaffolds
- Grading Criteria
- Outline Creation
- Sample Assignment
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Outlines are living documents that you can update and change as you write. Outlines provide you with a framework for your essayPay attention to the assignment’s form as that will indicate which sections to create in an outline. For instance, a literature review may have an intro, the review of literature perhaps separated into themes, discussion, and conclusion. Or a more traditional essay would include an intro, 3 –5 body paragraphs, and a conclusion.  Also, reread the assignment instructionsOpen a Word doc and create these headings. Add an extra heading for thesis statement, as it’s the most critical sentence in the paper. Then under these headings enter, in point form, the information you have gathered—the quotes, reflections, ideas, reading notes, key phrases, terminology, examplesThink of outlines as maps that will guide you through the writing process.



Plan

• Time Management and Organization 
 - Utilize strategies that work for you
 - Start Early
 
• Chunk the Assignment 
 -reading, research, writing, revision etc

• Brainstorm

Suggested Scaffolds
- Assignment Calculator
- Term at a Glance
- Pomodoro
- Inspiration/ Mind Map
- Plan with a friend, tutor, classmate
- Write Site
- Library Staff
- Speech-Text
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What happens if I skip the planning stage?misunderstanding the assignmentDifficulty with word count (under or over)not incorporating enough research, not using appropriate sourcesSummary instead of analysis (though of course, if you are writing a summary, that’s different)disorganized essay structureMissing thesisBody paragraphs that need arranging, or of varying lengths



Develop

• Topic: Clearly state what you will write about

• Position/Thesis: Determine this and make it clear

• Gather Sources/Resources: Identify any secondary sources 
you may require

• Reading and Extract: Read and extract information required 
from readings

• Reference/Cite: Gather this information as you read and write

Suggested Scaffolds
- Citation Guide
- Template to gather 

research
- Thesis Generator Tool
- Essay Jack
- Sample Assignment
- Voice Memo App
- Journal
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You can take your brainstormed ideas and begin to build a framework for your assignment.  You will later use this information to create an outlineFirst, choose the topic that resonates with you. Read the necessary texts. Keep notes as you read. Write down your interpretations, thoughts, reflections. This allows you to think through how the readings connect with the topic. You can annotate on a print out of a text or you can use highlighting tools in a pdf viewer or a citation management tool like Zotero or Mendelyare there any secondary sources you could use to strengthen your assignment? Same process—journal about them, take down notes, and cite as you go.Keep a log of phrases, terminology, or other key passages you may want to cite. Note the page number if there is one and immediately take down the citation and start populating a references page instead of doing it all at the end. You can format these later, just make note of important information like author, title, journal title, where you found it, year, and URL



Write 

• Work on one ‘chunk’ at a time

• Use key words and clues from the assignment 
description/criteria in your writing.

• Reword the essay question

• Follow and adapt the outline created

Suggested Scaffolds
- Citation Guide
- Template to gather research
- Thesis Generator Tool
- Essay Jack
- Sample Assignment
- Dictionary/Thesaurus
- Grammarly
- Tutor/Strategist/LearningCoach
- Critical Friend/Classmate
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Next stage—writing the essay. This stage is all about taking your outline and narratively putting it together. But remember this—essays take drafts, not a single draft, so allow the first draft to have mistakes. Here you want to get your ideas down and meet your word count.Essay PunchInteractive writing tool From writing prompts through revision



Revise

• Check for coherence (does the paper make sense?)
 - Thesis statement
         - Body paragraphs
 - Conclusion
 - Refer back to assignment criteria if needed

• Check the presentation (does it look academic?)
 - check citation style, formatting etc

• Check for grammar/sentence structure
• Check criteria
 

Suggested Scaffolds
- Citation Guide
- Sample Assignment
- Dictionary/Thesaurus
- Grammarly
- Tutor/Strategist/LearningCoach
- Write Site
- Critical Friend/Classmate
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The final three stages of revising, editing and proofreading, are where the real 'writing' happens: making the paper academic, wordsmithing, refining the language, polishing the grammar and style, focusing on unity.  Once the paper is a final draft, we can return to the first step, understanding assignment instructions to double check that we have met its expectations before submitting the paper.



Repeat and Reflect

• Repeat all steps as necessary

• Reflect as you progress and make changes 

 

Suggested Scaffolds
- Tutor/Strategist/LearningCoach
- Write Site
- Reflection Document
- Critical Friend/Classmate
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The final three stages of revising, editing and proofreading, are where the real 'writing' happens: making the paper academic, wordsmithing, refining the language, polishing the grammar and style, focusing on unity.  Once the paper is a final draft, we can return to the first step, understanding assignment instructions to double check that we have met its expectations before submitting the paper.



Demo
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Survey the Contents- DIGITAL textbookScanning TextbookScanning Academic Article



Session #: Writing Strategies
Take-Away Task

Reflect on your current Writing Process.

• What is working well? 

• What could use some adjustment?

What can you do to improve your Writing Process?  Make a goal to implement it into your next term.
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Goal Setting/Reflection

• Build the selected  reading strategy/tool into your 
term goal(s)

• Long Term Goal: 

• Short Term Goals: 
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The type of tool and level of organization is specific to you. There is not a one-size-fits all tool.Reflect on your needs as a learner. Consider all factoWhat worked? What didn’t work? Reflect on what you learned this term. ReevaluateKnow your Strengths/Weaknesses (self- analysis is important)



Question Time?!
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